
The Story The Story The Story The Story ----    Getting to the Heart of God’s WordGetting to the Heart of God’s WordGetting to the Heart of God’s WordGetting to the Heart of God’s Word    
Part 4 – Joseph – Slave to Deputy Pharaoh – Chapter 3 

 

1.1.1.1. Who are the following people:Who are the following people:Who are the following people:Who are the following people:    
a.a.a.a. Israel Israel Israel Israel ––––        

b.b.b.b. Benjamin Benjamin Benjamin Benjamin ––––        

c.c.c.c. Judah Judah Judah Judah ––––        

d.d.d.d. Leah Leah Leah Leah ––––        

e.e.e.e. Rachel Rachel Rachel Rachel ----            

f.f.f.f. Reuben Reuben Reuben Reuben ––––        

g.g.g.g. Simeon Simeon Simeon Simeon ––––        

2.2.2.2. What are the following:What are the following:What are the following:What are the following:    
a.a.a.a. Monogamy Monogamy Monogamy Monogamy ––––        

b.b.b.b. Polygamy Polygamy Polygamy Polygamy ––––        

c.c.c.c. How How How How do each of these impact our story of Joseph?do each of these impact our story of Joseph?do each of these impact our story of Joseph?do each of these impact our story of Joseph?    

3.3.3.3. On the following continuum [time line] what happened (they are all B.C.): (Be specific)On the following continuum [time line] what happened (they are all B.C.): (Be specific)On the following continuum [time line] what happened (they are all B.C.): (Be specific)On the following continuum [time line] what happened (they are all B.C.): (Be specific)    
a.a.a.a. 1898  1898  1898  1898  ----            

b.b.b.b. 1876 1876 1876 1876 ––––        

c.c.c.c. 1859 1859 1859 1859 ––––        

d.d.d.d. 1805 1805 1805 1805 ----        

4.4.4.4. Trace Joseph’s travels [where he was taken] as he went to Pharaoh’s court.Trace Joseph’s travels [where he was taken] as he went to Pharaoh’s court.Trace Joseph’s travels [where he was taken] as he went to Pharaoh’s court.Trace Joseph’s travels [where he was taken] as he went to Pharaoh’s court.    

5.5.5.5. Why was JosephWhy was JosephWhy was JosephWhy was Joseph    called “The Dreamer”?called “The Dreamer”?called “The Dreamer”?called “The Dreamer”?    

6.6.6.6. How is the story of Joseph about ‘reversals’?How is the story of Joseph about ‘reversals’?How is the story of Joseph about ‘reversals’?How is the story of Joseph about ‘reversals’?    

7.7.7.7. How does Romans 12. 19 help us with the story of Joseph?How does Romans 12. 19 help us with the story of Joseph?How does Romans 12. 19 help us with the story of Joseph?How does Romans 12. 19 help us with the story of Joseph?    

8.8.8.8. Why might some people today see the story of Joseph as a dark time in his life?Why might some people today see the story of Joseph as a dark time in his life?Why might some people today see the story of Joseph as a dark time in his life?Why might some people today see the story of Joseph as a dark time in his life?    

9.9.9.9. Why do other people see God at work in and thru Why do other people see God at work in and thru Why do other people see God at work in and thru Why do other people see God at work in and thru Joseph’s life?Joseph’s life?Joseph’s life?Joseph’s life?    


